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Abstract
The implicit graph conjecture states that every sufficiently small, hereditary graph class has a
labeling scheme with a polynomial-time computable label decoder. We approach this conjecture
by investigating classes of label decoders defined in terms of complexity classes such as P and
EXP. For instance, GP denotes the class of graph classes that have a labeling scheme with a
polynomial-time computable label decoder. Until now it was not even known whether GP is a
strict subset of GR where R is the class of recursive languages. We show that this is indeed the
case and reveal a strict hierarchy akin to classical complexity. We also show that classes such as
GP can be characterized in terms of graph parameters. This could mean that certain algorithmic
problems are feasible on every graph class in GP. Lastly, we define a more restrictive class of label
decoders using first-order logic that already contains many natural graph classes such as forests
and interval graphs. We give an alternative characterization of this class in terms of directed
acyclic graphs. By showing that some small, hereditary graph class cannot be expressed with
such label decoders a weaker form of the implicit graph conjecture could be disproven.
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1 Introduction
The class of interval graphs has at most 2O(n logn) graphs on n vertices. Neither adjacency
matrices nor lists are asymptotically space optimal to represent this class since only O(n logn)
bits should be used to store a graph on n vertices. However, due to the geometrical
representation of this class every vertex of an interval graph can be assigned an interval
on a discrete line with 2n points. Stated differently, every vertex can be labeled with two
numbers between 1 and 2n and adjacency of two vertices can be determined by comparing
the four numbers. Storing two such numbers for all n vertices requires n log 4n2 bits and
thus is asymptotically optimal. Labeling schemes, also known as implicit representation,
generalize this kind of representations by allowing to store a O(logn) long binary label at
every vertex such that adjacency between two vertices can be determined by running an
algorithm on the two labels. We investigate what graph classes can or cannot be represented
in such a way when restricting the computational complexity of the function that determines
adjacency, also called label decoder.
Let us call a graph class that has at most 2O(n logn) graphs on n vertices small. A simple
counting argument shows that only small graph classes can have labeling schemes. The first
question that springs to mind is whether all small graph classes have a labeling scheme.
This is not the case as Spinrad shows by giving a small, non-hereditary graph class as
counter-example in [12, Thm. 7]. Now, the question becomes whether all small, hereditary
graph classes have a labeling scheme; this is known as implicit graph conjecture(IGC). This
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2 On the Implicit Graph Conjecture
question was already posed more than two decades ago in 1992 by Kannan, Naor and
Rudich [7] and has been brought up again by Spinrad [12]. But despite being such an old
question not much is known in this regard. One such result is: every tiny, hereditary graph
class admits a labeling scheme with labels of constant length [10]. Tiny means that there
exist n0 ∈ N and k < 12 such that the class has at most 2kn logn labeled graphs on n vertices
for all n ≥ n0. This follows from the insight that every tiny, hereditary graph class has only
a constant number of twin-free graphs, which makes such classes rather uninteresting. On
the other hand, small, hereditary graph classes such as planar or circular-arc graphs can have
a rich structure. Candidates for the IGC, i.e. small, hereditary graph classes for which no
labeling scheme is known, are line segment graphs, (unit) disk graphs, k-dot product graphs
and k-sphere graphs [3, 9, 6]. It is interesting to note that the obvious labeling schemes for
line segment and disk graphs using their geometrical representation does not work since
coordinates and radii can require an exponential number of bits [9] unlike in the case of
interval graphs.
A different aspect of labeling schemes that has been extensively studied are lower and
upper bounds on the label length, i.e. the constant lurking in O(logn), which is related to
small universal graphs. A recent result shows that graphs of bounded arboricity k admit
a labeling scheme with optimal label length k logn + O(1) [1]. Besides, labeling schemes
can be generalized in various ways. One variant are distance labeling schemes where one
wants to infer the distance between two vertices given their labels [4]. In [8] it was proposed
to consider multiple labels instead of only two. Another natural extension is to consider
labeling schemes for graph classes that are not small by allowing longer labels while still
maintaining the condition of being asymptotically space optimal [12]. However, here we shall
investigate the original variant of this concept.
Our results.
For a complexity class A let GA denote the class of graph classes that have a labeling scheme
where the label decoder can be computed in A (precise definitions follow). In general, we
investigate how choosing various complexity classes for A affects the class of graph classes
GA that can be represented and how such classes of graph classes can be characterized. In
section two we argue that GkEXP ( G(k + 1)EXP for all k ≥ 1 by giving a diagonalization
argument. A related result for distance labeling schemes can be found in section four of
[4]. Additionally, we consider the graph class(es) constructed in the proof as candidate
for the implicit graph conjecture. In the third section we show that for every reasonable
complexity class A the class of graph classes GA can be exactly characterized in terms of
a graph parameter. By graph parameter we mean a graph property which maps to the
natural numbers such as clique number or tree width. Given such a characterizing graph
parameter λA for GA the question of whether a graph class lies in GA then is equivalent to
asking whether it is bounded by λA. Another consequence of such a characterization is that
if for example determining the existence of a Hamiltonian cycle is fixed-parameter tractable
under the parameterization λA then for every graph class in GA this problem can be decided
in polynomial time. This means the existence of a labeling scheme can have algorithmic
implications. In the last section we define a class of label decoders FO via first-order logic
formulas with arithmetic, i.e. comparing order, addition and multiplication. Our motivation
for introducing this class of label decoders is that the Turing machine model seems too
strong to obtain lower bounds. We give upper bounds on the expressiveness of GFO and
its quantifier-free variant. Even if quantifiers, addition and multiplication are disallowed
the resulting class GFOqf(<) already contains many interesting graph classes such as forests,
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planar graphs and k-interval graphs(also known as multiple interval graphs [2]). Lastly, we
describe an alternative characterization of GFOqf(<) in terms of directed acyclic graphs.
Terminology.
Let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. We write logn instead of dlog2 ne and exp(n) = 2n. Let expi(n) =
exp(expi−1(n)) for i ≥ 1 and exp0(n) = n. The domain and image of a function f are
abbreviated by dom(f) and Im(f) respectively. We consider only graphs without multiple
edges and self-loops and regard undirected graphs as special case of directed ones. For a
sequence of graphs G,G1, . . . , Gm on the same vertex set V let us say G is the edge-union of
G1, . . . , Gm if E(G) = ∪i∈[m]E(Gi). For two graphs G,H we write G ∼= H to indicate that
they are isomorphic. We speak of G as unlabeled graph to emphasize that we talk about
the isomorphism class of G rather than a specific adjacency matrix of G. A graph class is
a set of unlabeled graphs, i.e. closed under isomorphism. A graph class is hereditary if it
is closed under taking induced subgraphs. Let G be the class of all graphs and Gn is the
class of all graphs on n vertices. A language is a set of words over the binary alphabet {0, 1}.
We use complexity class as informal term to mean a set of languages defined in terms of
computation and assume that it is countable. The deterministic Turing machine (TM) is
our model of computation when talking about time as resource bound. Let L denote the
complexity class logspace, PH is the polynomial-time hierarchy, R is the class of recursive
languages and kEXP is the class of languages computable in time expk(nO(1)) for k ≥ 0,
e.g. 0EXP = P. Let ALL = P({0, 1}∗) be the class of all languages.
I Definition 1 (Labeling scheme). A label decoder F is a binary relation over words,
i.e. F ⊆ {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗. A labeling scheme is a tuple S = (F, c) where F is a label decoder
and c ∈ N is the label length. A graph G on n vertices is in the class of graphs spanned by
S, denoted by G ∈ gr(S), if there exists a labeling ` : V (G)→ {0, 1}c logn such that for all
u, v ∈ V (G):
(u, v) ∈ E(G)⇔ (`(u), `(v)) ∈ F
We say a graph class C is represented by (or has) a labeling scheme S if C ⊆ gr(S).
I Definition 2. A language L ⊆ {0, 1}∗ induces a label decoder FL where for all x, y ∈ {0, 1}∗
with |x| = |y| it holds that (x, y) ∈ FL ⇔ xy ∈ L.
Let A be a set of languages and k ∈ N. A graph class C is in GkA if there exists a language
L ∈ A such that C is represented by (FL, c) for some c ≤ k. Analogously, C is in GA if C is in
GkA for some k ∈ N.
A class of the form G· is trivially closed under taking subsets, i.e. if C ⊆ C′ and C′ ∈ G·
then C ∈ G·. It follows that G· is closed under intersection as well. However, no G· is closed
under complement since the complement of a small graph class is not small. For many
complexity classes such as L and P it is also not hard to show that the classes GL and GP
are closed under union.
Here is an example of a language L whose label decoder FL represents interval graphs:
x1x2y1y2 ∈ L iff x1, x2, y1, y2 are binary strings of equal length and neither x2 < y1 nor
y2 < x1 holds where < denotes the lexicographical order. Then the labeling scheme
S = (FL, 4) represents interval graphs. Since L can be computed in logspace it follows that
interval graphs are in G4L.
Using our terminology the implicit graph conjecture can be rephrased as:
I Conjecture 3 (IGC,[7]). Let H denote the set of all small, hereditary graph classes.
GP ∩H = GALL ∩H = H
4 On the Implicit Graph Conjecture
As of now it is far from clear whether even the second equality holds, i.e. can every small,
hereditary graph class be represented by some labeling scheme, leaving computability issues
aside? This is a graph-theoretic question dealing with the existence of polynomial-sized
universal graphs that should be addressed before one can expect to prove the implicit graph
conjecture.
2 Hierarchy of Implicit Representations
In the previous section we have seen that every language L can be interpreted as label
decoder FL. Therefore a set of languages A can be understood as set of label decoders and
GA denotes the set of graph classes that can be represented by a labeling scheme (F, c) with
F ∈ A and c ∈ N. Inclusion carries over to this setting meaning A ⊆ B implies GA ⊆ GB.
For separations, however, this is not true, i.e. there exist A,B with A ( B and GA = GB.
Spinrad remarks that it is not known whether restricting the label decoder to be computable
in polynomial time versus requiring it to be simply computable makes a difference in terms
of the graph classes that can be represented [12, p. 22]. We resolve this question by applying
diagonalization, which yields many of the separations known in the classical setting. For the
sake of clarity we prove the following class of separations which we deem most interesting
with respect to the IGC since it yields the smallest class(G2EXP) that can be separated from
GP by this argument:
I Theorem 4. GkEXP ( G(k + 1)EXP for all k ≥ 1.
The basic idea behind the proof of this statement is the following diagonalization argument.
Let A = {F1, F2, . . . } be a set of label decoders. Then a labeling scheme in GA can be seen
as pair of natural numbers, one for the label decoder and one for the label length. Let
τ : N→ N2 be a surjective function and Sτ(x) = (Fy, z) with τ(x) = (y, z). It follows that
for every labeling scheme S in GA there exists an x ∈ N such that S = Sτ(x). The following
graph class cannot be in GA:
G ∈ CA ⇔ G is the smallest graph on n = |V (G)| vertices s.t. G /∈ gr(Sτ(n))
where smallest is meant w.r.t. some order such as the lexicographical one. Note that the
order must be for unlabeled graphs. However, an order for labeled graphs can be easily
adopted to unlabeled ones. Assume CA is in GA via the labeling scheme S. There exists an
n ∈ N such that S = Sτ(n) and it follows that CA contains a graph on n vertices that cannot
be in S per definition, contradiction. Then it remains to show that CA is in the class that we
wish to separate from GA.
For the remainder of this section we formalize this idea in three steps. First, we state
the requirements for a pairing function τ and show that such a function exists. We continue
by arguing that the diagonalization graph class CA is not contained GA. In the last step we
construct a label decoder for CkEXP and show that it can be computed in (k + 1)EXP.
I Definition 5. A surjective function τ : N→ N2 is an admissible pairing if
1. |τ−1(y, z)| is infinite for all y, z ∈ N,
2. τy(x), τz(x) ∈ O(log x) with τ(x) = (τy(x), τz(x)),
3. τ(x) is undefined if x is not a power of two, and
4. τ is computable in polynomial time given its input in unary.
Note, that a graph on n vertices gets assigned labels of the same length as a graph on
m vertices whenever logn = logm (rounded up). The third condition prevents this from
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happening, i.e. for all G 6= H ∈ CA it holds that their vertices must have labels of different
length.
I Lemma 6. There exists an admissible pairing function.
Proof. Consider the function τ(x) = (y, z) iff x = 22y·3z·5w for some w ≥ 0. J
I Definition 7. Let A be a set of languages, ≺ an order on unlabeled graphs and τ an
admissible pairing. The diagonalization graph class of A is defined as:
CA =
⋃
n∈dom(τ)
{
G ∈ Gn
∣∣G is the smallest graph w.r.t. ≺ not in gr(Sτ(n))}
When we consider the diagonalization graph class of a set of languages we assume the
lexicographical order for ≺ and the function given in the proof of Lemma 6 for τ .
I Lemma 8. For every countable set of languages A it holds that CA /∈ GA.
Proof. As argued in the paragraph after Theorem 4 it holds that for any labeling scheme S in
GA there exists a graph G that is in CA but not in gr(S) and thus this lemma holds. Since the
labeling scheme S is in GA there exists an n ∈ N such that S = Sτ(n) where Sτ(n) = (Fy, z),
τ(n) = (y, z) and A = {F1, F2, . . . }. Due to the fact that |τ−1(y, z)| is infinite it follows that
there exists an arbitrarily large n ∈ N such that S = Sτ(n). For CA \ gr(S) to be non-empty
it must hold that gr(Sτ(n)) does not contain all graphs on n vertices. By choosing n to be
sufficiently large this is guaranteed since gr(Sτ(n)) is a small graph class. J
To show that CA is in some class GB we need to define a labeling scheme SA = (FA, 1)
that represents CA and consider the complexity of computing its label decoder.
I Definition 9. Let A be a set of languages. For G ∈ CA let G0 denote the smallest labeled
graph with G0 ∼= G. We define the label decoder FA as follows. For every m ∈ N such that
there exists G ∈ CA with |V (G)| = 2m and for all x, y ∈ {0, 1}m let
(x, y) ∈ FA ⇔ (x, y) ∈ E(G0)
It can be assumed that G0 has {0, 1}m as vertex set. Also, note that CA has at most one
graph on n vertices for any n. Therefore the label decoder FA is well-defined. It is easy to
see that (FA, 1) represents CA, i.e. CA ⊆ gr(FA, 1).
Up to this point the exact correspondence between y ∈ N and the label decoder Fy was
not important. In fact, we only required the set of label decoders A to be countable. To show
that the label decoder FkEXP can be computed in (k+1)EXP it is important that given y the
label decoder Fy from kEXP can be effectively computed. The following lemma grants this.
I Lemma 10. For every k ≥ 0 there exists a mapping f : N→ ALL such that Im(f) = kEXP
and on input x ∈ N in binary and w ∈ {0, 1}∗ the question w ∈ f(x) can be decided in
expk+1(nO(1)) time with n = |w|+ log x.
Proof. The lemma essentially states that all TMs running in kEXP can be simulated in
(k + 1)EXP. Given the Gödelization of such a TM M and a word w as input the question
whether M accepts x can be decided by a TM in (k + 1)EXP. Fix a reasonable encoding of
TMs as natural numbers, i.e. given z ∈ N then Mz is a TM. Let f(x) = (y, z)⇔ x = 2y3z.
It holds that y ≤ log x for every z ≥ 0. On input x ∈ N and w ∈ {0, 1}∗ the reference
input length is n = |w| + log x. Compute f(x) = (y, z) and then simulate Mz on w for
expk(y|w|y) ≤ expk(nn+1) ∈ O(expk+1(n2)) steps. J
6 On the Implicit Graph Conjecture
I Lemma 11. FkEXP ∈ (k + 1)EXP for every k ≥ 1.
Proof. On input xy with x, y ∈ {0, 1}m and m ≥ 1 compute τ(2m) = (y, z). If it is undefined
then reject. Otherwise there is a labeling scheme Sτ(2m) = (Fy, z) and we need to compute
the smallest graph G0 on 2m vertices such that G0 /∈ gr(Sτ(2m)). If G0 exists we assume
that its vertex set is {0, 1}m and accept iff (x, y) ∈ E(G0). If it does not exist then reject.
The graph G0 can be computed as follows. Iterate over all labeled graphs H with 2m
vertices in order and over all bijections ` : V (H) → {0, 1}zm. Check if H ∈ gr(Sτ(2m)) by
checking for every pair of vertices u, v ∈ V (H) if (`(u), `(v)) ∈ Fy ⇔ (u, v) ∈ E(H). If this
condition fails then G0 = H. To query the label decoder Fy the previous lemma can be
applied, i.e. y can be interpreted as encoding of a TM in kEXP that can be simulated.
Let us consider the time requirement w.r.t. m. To compute τ(2m) we write down 2m
in unary and compute τ in polynomial time w.r.t. 2m which is in the order 2O(m). To
compute G0 there are four nested loops. The first one goes over all labeled graphs on 2m
vertices which is bounded by exp2(2m). The second loop considers all possible labelings ` of
which there can be at most exp(zm)exp(m) = exp(exp(m)zm) ≤ exp2(zm2) ∈ exp2(mO(1));
recall that z is polynomially bounded by m due to Definition 5. The other two loops go
over all vertices of H meaning 2m. By applying Lemma 10 the time required to compute
(`(u), `(v)) ∈ Fy is expk+1(nO(1)0 ) with n0 := 2zm+ log y. Since n0 ∈ mO(1) this operation
can be computed in (k+1)-exponential time. In summary, the runtime order of this algorithm
is expk+1(mO(1)). J
Now, Lemma 8 states that CkEXP /∈ GkEXP and from Lemma 11 it follows that CkEXP ∈
G(k + 1)EXP therefore proving Theorem 4. Notice, that this argument fails to show that
GP ( GEXP because the runtime to compute the label decoder FP is at least double
exponential due to the first two loops mentioned in the proof of Lemma 11. Can this
argument be modified to separate these two classes as well? This seems rather unlikely.
Nonetheless, we now know that there exist graph classes that have an implicit representation
but a polynomial-time computable label decoder does not suffice to capture them.
I Fact 12. If there exists a small, hereditary graph class C with CP ⊆ C then the implicit
graph conjecture is false.
For two graph classes C and D let us call D the hereditary closure of C if G ∈ D iff G occurs
as induced subgraph of some graph in C. If the hereditary closure of CP is not a small graph
class then it follows that the premise of Fact 12 is unsatisfiable. Recall that CP is not an
unambiguous graph class but depends on the chosen order ≺ and pairing τ , which makes it
difficult to analyze what kind of graphs are contained in such a class.
3 Parameter Characterization
We consider a graph parameter to be a total function λ : G → N and call it natural if the
cardinality of its image is infinite. Examples of natural graph parameters are the chromatic
number or the diameter. A graph class C is bounded by a graph parameter λ if there exists
a c ∈ N such that for all G ∈ C it holds that λ(G) ≤ c. We show that for every complexity
class A such that GA is closed under union there exists a graph parameter that characterizes
GA. One interesting aspect of such a characterization is that it might reveal algorithmic
implications for graph classes that have a labeling scheme of certain complexity.
I Definition 13. Let C be a set of graph classes and λ is a graph parameter. We say λ
characterizes C if for every graph class C it holds that C ∈ C iff C is bounded by λ.
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Let us say a set of graph classes C is complete if for every graph G there exists a C ∈ C
such that G ∈ C.
I Theorem 14. Let C be a complete set of graph classes closed under union and subsets
with G /∈ C. If there exists a countable subset of C such that its closure under subsets equals
C then there exists a natural graph parameter that characterizes C.
Proof. Let C be a set of graph classes that satisfies the above premises and C′ = {C1, C2, . . . }
is the needed countable subset of C. Let λ(G) be the minimal i ≥ 1 such that G ∈ Ci.
Since C is complete it follows that C′ is complete and thus λ is total. Let us define Cλ≤i as
{G ∈ G | λ(G) ≤ i} and similarly Cλ=i. It follows that a class C is bounded by λ iff C ⊆ Cλ≤i
for some i ∈ N. We now argue that λ characterizes C.
If C ∈ C then there exists an i ∈ N such that C ⊆ Ci. It follows that C ⊆ Cλ≤i. We show
the other direction by induction: if C ⊆ Cλ≤i then C ∈ C for all i ∈ N. For i = 1 it holds that
C ⊆ Cλ≤1 = Cλ=1 = C1. Since C is closed under subsets it follows that C ∈ C. For i+ 1 it holds
that C ⊆ Cλ≤i+1 and Cλ≤i+1 = Cλ≤i ∪ Cλ=i+1. By induction hypothesis it follows that Cλ≤i ∈ C.
Since C is closed under union it remains to argue that Cλ=i+1 is in C. This follows by the
observation Cλ=i+1 ⊆ Ci+1 and Ci+1 ∈ C. J
Let us examine the premises of Theorem 14 with respect to the class of graph classes that
we consider. Every class of the form G· is closed under subsets and for a lot of complexity
classes A it also holds that GA is closed under union. For completeness a lookup table can
be constructed for every singleton graph class. The required countable subset is given by the
languages of A. In fact, every class of the form G· mentioned in this paper satisfies these
premises and therefore has a parameter characterization with the only exception being the
class GALL, which provably has no parameter characterization. Assume λ is a characterizing
parameter for GALL and let A = {Cλ≤i | i ∈ N}. It must hold that for every graph class
C ∈ GALL that it is a subset of some graph class in A. However, the diagonalization graph
class CA of A cannot be a subset of any graph class in A but has a labeling scheme and thus
is in GALL, contradiction.
Consider the algorithmic relevance of such characterizations. Let P : G → {0, 1} be a graph
property such as having a Hamiltonian cycle and λ is a graph parameter that characterizes
the class GA. Assume that P can be decided in time nf(k) on input G with k = λ(G) for
some computable function f : N→ N. This can also be stated as P parameterized by λ being
in the complexity class XP. Then it follows that the property P can be decided in polynomial
time on every graph class in GA. The contra-position of this argument can be used to show
that a graph class C is probably not in GA: if it is NP-hard to decide the property P on a
graph class C then this implies that C cannot be in GA unless P = NP.
Of course, the characterizing parameter derived from the proof of Theorem 14 is not
suitable for direct analysis but guarantees existence of such a characterization. However,
there is room for different parameter characterizations of the same class as the following
equivalence notion shows. For two graph parameters λ1, λ2 let us say that λ2 bounds λ1,
in symbols λ1 ≤ λ2, if every graph class C that is bounded by λ1 is also bounded by λ2. If
λ1 ≤ λ2 and λ2 ≤ λ1 we say λ1 and λ2 are equivalent. For example, the maximum degree is
bounded by clique number but not vice versa.
I Fact 15. Let C1,C2 be two classes of graph classes and λ1, λ2 are respective characterizing
graph parameters. C1 ⊆ C2 iff λ1 ≤ λ2.
It follows that two graph parameters are equivalent iff they characterize the same class
of graph classes. For a complexity class A let λA be a characterizing graph parameter
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thereof. Hence, comparing the containment relation of two classes GA and GB is the same as
examining whether λA bounds λB or vice versa. The interval number λIntv(G) of a graph G
is the smallest number k ∈ N such that G is a k-interval graph, see [2]. From this perspective
some of our results can be stated as:
λIntv  λFOqf(<) ≤ λL ≤ λP ≤ λEXP  λ2EXP  · · ·  λR
where λ  λ′ means strict containment, i.e. λ ≤ λ′ holds and λ′ ≤ λ does not hold. The
class FOqf(<) is introduced in the next section.
4 First-Order Definable Label Decoders
For a given small, hereditary graph class there is no obvious way of showing that this class
is not contained in GP or even GL as the fact that the IGC still stands open has shown.
As a consequence, it is reasonable to look at a more restrictive model of computation for
label decoders. From a complexity-theoretic view the circuit class AC0 is probably among
the first candidates. In this case uniformity issues have to be considered, i.e. the complexity
of an algorithm computing the circuits for each input length. The strongest uniformity
condition, which is the most suitable for lower bounds, leads to the class FOD from descriptive
complexity defined in terms of first-order logic [5]. However, the domain of discourse in
this setting would be the positions of the labels, which is arguably not the most natural
choice. Instead we propose the domain to be polynomially many natural numbers and a label
consists of a constant number of elements of this domain. In this setting the labeling scheme
for interval graphs can be stated as the formula ϕ(x1, x2, y1, y2) = ¬(x2 < y1 ∨ y2 < x1);
compare this with the example given in the first section. It is also possible to describe
k-interval graphs or any hereditary graph class with linearly many edges such as bounded
arboricity graphs with such formulas.
For n ≥ 1 let Nn be the structure that has [n] as universe, the order relation < on [n]
and addition as well as multiplication defined as functions:
+(x, y) =
{
x+ y , if x+ y ≤ n
1 , if x+ y > n
, ×(x, y) =
{
xy , if xy ≤ n
1 , if xy > n
For σ ⊆ {<,+,×} let FOk(σ) be the set of first-order formulas with boolean connectives
¬,∨,∧, quantifiers ∃,∀ and k free variables using only equality and the relation and function
symbols from σ. For σ = {<,+,×} we simply write FOk. Let Vars(ϕ) be the set of free
variables in ϕ. Given ϕ ∈ FOk(σ), Vars(ϕ) = (x1, . . . , xk) and an assignment a1, . . . , ak ∈ [n]
we write Nn, (a1, . . . , ak) |= ϕ if the interpretation Nn, (a1, . . . , ak) satisfies ϕ under the usual
semantics of first-order logic.
I Definition 16. A (quantifier-free) logical labeling scheme is a tuple S = (ϕ, c) with
a (quantifier-free) formula ϕ ∈ FO2k and c, k ∈ N. A (c, k)-labeling for a set V is a
function ` : V → [nc]k and induces the graph G`S with vertex set V and edges (u, v) if
Nnc , (`(u), `(v)) |= ϕ. Then a graph G is in gr(S) if there exists a (c, k)-labeling ` for V (G)
such that G = G`S .
I Definition 17. Let σ ⊆ {<,+,×}, c, k ∈ N. A graph class C is in Gc,kFO(σ) if there
exists a logical labeling scheme (ϕ, c) with ϕ ∈ FO2k(σ) such that C ⊆ gr(ϕ, c). And
GFO(σ) = ∪c,k∈NGc,kFO(σ). Let GFOqf(σ) denote the quantifier-free analogue.
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Notice, k numbers in [nc] can be encoded as string of length ck logn. A logical labeling
scheme can for instance express a system of polynomial inequalities on 2k variables and
adjacency is determined by whether this system is satisfied when plugging in the values for
two vertices. By disallowing multiplication these systems become linear. Quantified variables
can be used to incorporate unknowns. For example, ϕ(x, y) = ∃z : x× z2 = y means that
there is an edge from u to v with labels xu, yv if yv can be written as product of xu and a
square number.
I Theorem 18. GFO ⊆ GPH and GFOqf ⊆ GL.
Proof sketch. It is known that the circuit class TC0 ⊆ L (assuming logspace-uniformity or
stronger) and therefore GTC0 ⊆ GL [13]. We argue that GFOqf ⊆ GTC0. Given a logical
labeling scheme (ϕ, c) with ϕ ∈ FO2k the label length in a graph with n vertices is ck logn.
The TC0-circuit has 2ck logn input bits and every block of c logn bits corresponds to the
value of a free variable in ϕ. Every term in ϕ can be evaluated by implementing its syntax
tree as part of the circuit since addition and multiplication can be computed in TC0. The
overflow condition, i.e. if the result is larger than nc, has to be checked. Then for every atomic
formula in ϕ it remains to test for equality or less than of the input terms. After replacing
every atomic formula in ϕ by its truth value the formula becomes a propositional formula
that can be seen as circuit since it is quantifier-free. If ϕ contains quantifiers assume that it
is in prenex normal form, i.e. ϕ = Q1z1 . . . Qqzqψ(x1, . . . , x2k, z1, . . . , zk) where Qi ∈ {∃,∀}
and ψ is a quantifier-free formula. The values for x1, . . . , x2k are determined by the input
string and the value of a variable zi corresponds to a binary word of length k logn, which
is linear in the size of the input string. Using the non-determinism of the polynomial-time
hierarchy the values of the zi’s can be “guessed” and then evaluated using the TC0-circuit
described before, which can be simulated in polynomial time. J
Indeed, all of the graph classes mentioned in the beginning of this section are already
contained in GFOqf(<). Therefore let us consider this class more closely.
I Fact 19. The interval number λIntv is strictly bounded by a graph parameter that charac-
terizes GFOqf(<).
Proof. This statement is equivalent to saying that k-interval graphs are contained in GFOqf(<)
and there exists a graph class C ∈ GFOqf(<) that is no subclass of k-interval graphs for all
k ≥ 1. The containment of k-interval graphs in GFOqf(<) for every k follows by translating
its geometrical representation into a logical labeling scheme as we have done for interval
graphs previously. Consider the family of graphs shown in Figure 1 where Gi+1 is obtained
by appending a new 4-cycle to Gi. Then the class {Gi | i ∈ N} lies in GFOqf(<) but can
be verified to have unbounded interval number. This follows from the observation that the
vertex with maximal degree in Gi cannot be represented with i− 1 intervals. J
A natural question is how do c and k affect the expressiveness of Gc,kFOqf(<). Non-
surprisingly, increasing k strictly enhances the graph classes that can be represented as we
will see in a moment. The parameter c determines how large a number stored in a label can
. . .G3G2G1
Figure 1 A family of graphs with unbounded interval number
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be, i.e. at most nc. In fact, c is degenerate in the sense that it can be bounded in terms of k.
It would be surprising if the same holds in the presence of addition.
I Lemma 20. Gc,kFOqf(<) ⊆ Gk,kFOqf(<) for all c, k ≥ 1.
Proof. Consider why it suffices for an interval graph on n vertices to use only numbers
between 1 and 2n to represent the intervals. For the same reason it makes no difference
for a quantifier-free formula ϕ ∈ FO2k(<) to be evaluated on a universe larger than kn in
the sense that a labeling ` : V (G) → Nk can be converted to a labeling `′ : V (G) → [kn]k
such that adjacency is preserved. More precisely, a (c, k)-labeling ` for a vertex set V can be
transformed into a (k, k)-labeling `′ such that G`(ϕ,c) = G`
′
(ϕ,k) holds for every quantifier-free
formula ϕ ∈ FO2k(<). Let n = |V | be the number of vertices. Since k numbers are assigned
to each vertex there are at most kn numbers in A = {xi | u ∈ V, `(u) = (x1, . . . , xk), i ∈ [k]}.
For an a ∈ A let ord(a) = |{b ∈ A | b < a}|+ 1, i.e. the number of numbers in A that are
smaller than a plus one. For u ∈ V (G) we define `′(u) as follows. Let `(u) = (x1, . . . , xk).
Then `′(u) = (ord(x1), . . . , ord(xl)). Notice that the maximal value for a component of `′(u)
is kn. It remains to check that the truth value of ϕ is invariant under this modified labeling,
which follows from the fact that x < y ⇔ ord(x) < ord(y). J
A consequence of this is that a logical labeling scheme in GFOqf(<) is solely determined
by its formula ϕ. Therefore we consider a quantifier-free formula ϕ ∈ FO2k(<) to be the
logical labeling scheme (ϕ, k) as well. To check whether a graph G is in gr(ϕ) it suffices to
find a labeling ` : V (G)→ Nk with 2k = |Vars(ϕ)| which can be regarded as (c, k)-labeling
for a sufficiently large c. Stated differently, one does not need to worry about the numbers
being polynomially bounded.
Also, it implies that for every k there exists a k′ > k such that Gk,kFOqf(<) (
Gk′,k′FOqf(<). Assume the opposite, then GFOqf(<) collapses to Gk,kFOqf(<). It follows
that every graph class in GFOqf(<) can be represented using k2 logn bits and therefore has
at most exp(k2 logn) graphs on n vertices, which obviously cannot be the case for any k ∈ N.
I Lemma 21. The graph class that is the union of every graph class in Gk,kFOqf(<) is
contained in GFOqf(<) for all k ∈ N.
Proof. We argue that GFOqf(<) is closed under finite union and that there exists only a
finite number of labeling schemes in Gk,kFOqf(<) such that they represent different graph
classes. For closure under union consider two labeling schemes given by their quantifier-free
formulas ϕ,ψ ∈ FO2k(<). Then the graph class given by the following formula with 2k + 2
variables contains the union of gr(ϕ) and gr(ψ):(
xk+1 = x2k+2 ⇒ ϕ(x1, . . . , xk, xk+2, . . . , x2k+1)
)∧(
xk+1 6= x2k+2 ⇒ ψ(x1, . . . , xk, xk+2, . . . , x2k+1)
)
The second claim follows from the fact that there are only finitely many semantically different
quantifier-free formulas in FOk(<) for every k. More precisely, there are at most 2k2 different
atomic formulas (‘<’ and ‘=’) on k variables and therefore at most exp2(2k2) semantically
different formulas, which is the number of boolean functions on 2k2 variables. J
I Definition 22. For a graph G and k ∈ N we define the graph parameter λFOqf(<) such
that λFOqf(<)(G) = k if k is the minimal number with {G} ∈ Gk,kFOqf(<).
I Fact 23. The graph parameter λFOqf(<)(G) characterizes GFOqf(<).
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Proof. One direction is trivial: if C is in GFOqf(<) then it is bounded by λFOqf(<). For the
other direction let C be bounded by λFOqf(<) meaning that there exists a k such that for
every G ∈ C it holds that λFOqf(<)(G) ≤ k. Therefore C is a subset of the union of all graph
classes in Gk,kFOqf(<) which is in GFOqf(<) by Lemma 21. J
We remark that a similar construction using the label length does not yield a characterizing
parameter for GP or GL. More specifically, the parameter defined by λ(G) = minimal k such
that {G} ∈ GkP does not characterize GP simply because the union of all graph classes in
G1P already contains all graphs(the analogon of Lemma 21 fails).
Directed Acyclic Graph Characterization
The semantics of a logical labeling scheme given by a quantifier-free formula ϕ ∈ FO2k(<)
can be alternatively characterized by directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Intuitively, an edge in
the DAG corresponds to an atomic formula using ‘<’. The atomic formulas involving equality
can be modeled by grouping variables together. This means the DAG has not the variables
of ϕ as vertex set but rather a partition of these variables.
I Definition 24. Let k ∈ N. We call a DAG D = (X,ED) a k-DAG if its vertex set X
partitions [2k]. A k-labeling of a vertex set V is a function ` : V → Nk. A k-DAG D and a
k-labeling ` of a vertex set V define the graph G`D on vertex set V with the following edges.
For u, v ∈ V let (`(u), `(v)) = (x1, . . . , x2k). There is an edge (u, v) in G`D if the following
two conditions are satisfied:
1. For all i, j ∈ [2k] it holds that xi = xj whenever i, j are in the same part of X,
2. For all edges (A,B) ∈ ED it holds that xi < xj for all i ∈ A and j ∈ B.
I Definition 25. A graph G = (V,E) is k-expressible for a k ∈ N if there exists a finite
sequence of k-DAGs D1, . . . , Dr and a k-labeling ` of V such that G is the edge-union of
G`D1 , . . . , G
`
Dr
.
I Theorem 26. For a graph G and k ∈ N it holds that λFOqf(<)(G) = k iff k is the minimal
number such that G is k-expressible.
Proof. We show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the semantics of a
quantifier-free formula ϕ ∈ FO2k(<) and k-DAGs. We can assume that ϕ contains no
negation. To see that this can be done without loss of generality let ϕ be in negation normal
form. Then ¬x = y can be replaced by x < y ∨ y < x and ¬x < y by y < x ∨ x = y. Next,
we assume that ϕ is in disjunctive normal form, i.e. ϕ = C1 ∨ · · · ∨ Cp where Ci consists
of atomic formulas linked by conjunction. Given a (c, k)-labeling ` for a vertex set V the
formula ϕ induces the graph G`S with S = (ϕ, k) as described in Definition 16. Due to
the observation given after the proof of Lemma 20 it is okay to consider a less restrictive
k-labeling ` : V → Nk instead and additionally we write G`ϕ instead of G`S . Since every clause
Ci is a formula as well it can be seen as logical labeling scheme, which induces the graph
G`Ci . Then the correspondence between the graphs induced by ϕ and its clauses C1, . . . , Cp
is that G`ϕ is the edge-union of G`C1 , . . . , G
`
Cp
. If a clause is unsatisfiable then its induced
graph is the empty graph and thus removing this clause does not affect G`S . Therefore we
assume that every clause is satisfiable.
We now argue how to convert a clause C from ϕ into a k-DAG D = (X,ED) such that
G`C = G`D for every k-labeling `. Consider the undirected graph H which has the variables of
ϕ as vertices and two vertices xi, xj are adjacent iff the clause C contains xi = xj or xj = xi.
It follows that the connected components of H partition the variables of ϕ; let X be this
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partition. Now, consider the directed graph F which has the variables of ϕ as vertices again
and there is an edge (xi, xj) in F iff C contains the atomic formula xi < xj . Since we can
assume C to be satisfiable it follows that for every part A in the partition X (A is a subset
of the variables of ϕ) the induced subgraph of F on the vertex set A yields the independent
graph. Assume the opposite, then there exist two variables xi, xj in the same part of X
such that (xi, xj) is an edge in F . This means that C contains the atomic formulas xi = xj
and xi < xj , which contradicts satisfiability of C. Let us define the operation of merging
a set of vertices S in a graph G such that the resulting graph G′ is the same as G except
that all vertices in S are replaced by a single vertex vs and there is an edge (u, vs) in G′ if
there is a vertex v ∈ S such that (u, v) is an edge in the old graph G; analogously for edges
(vs, u). Now, let F ′ be the graph obtained from F by merging each part of X. Then there is
a natural one-to-one correspondence between the partition X and the vertex set of F ′. We
define D to have the same edges as F ′ via this correspondence. It remains to check that
for this construction G`C = G`D holds indeed. To prove the other direction a k-DAG can be
converted into a conjunctive clause in a similar way. J
We conclude with the following two observations. By adding edge weights w : E → N to
the k-DAGs and adjusting the second condition of Definition 24 such that for all edges
(A,B) ∈ ED it holds that xj − xi ≥ w(xi, xj) for all xi ∈ A, xj ∈ B the semantics of
existential quantifiers can be mimicked. Besides, given two k-DAGs D1 and D2 with identical
vertex sets V (D1) = V (D2) it holds that G`D1 = G
`
D2
for every k-labeling ` whenever the
transitive closures of D1 and D2 coincide.
5 Conclusions and Future Research
We have seen that limiting the computational resources for label decoders does indeed affect
the class of graph classes that can be represented. Unfortunately, for a specific graph class
the diagonalization argument from the second section does not help us determine whether it
lies in GP. However, as of now it is not even clear whether any candidate of the IGC admits
a labeling scheme at all as mentioned at the end of the first section. Therefore trying to place
any of these classes in GP seems elusive. On the other side, proving lower bounds against GP
or GL for small, hereditary graph classes might be just as futile given the lack of a suitable
reduction notion. To counter this grim situation we have introduced a logical framework in
the previous section that is much more restrictive than the TM model in its quantifier-free
variant but still expressive enough to capture many of the implicit representations that we
know. It appears to be a realistic goal to prove impossibility results in this setting, or more
concretely refute the following weaker version of the IGC:
I Conjecture 27 (Weak IGC). Every small, hereditary graph class is in GFOqf .
As a first step in this direction we have investigated the fragment GFOqf(<) and made some
structural observations. With the concept of parameter characterizations we have shown that
the question of whether a certain graph class lies in GFOqf(<) can be answered by considering
the k-expressibility property of every graph in this class independently. The directed acyclic
graph characterization gives an alternative view on GFOqf(<), which is independent of the
logical formalism. This could be a useful tool for proving lower bounds against this class.
But even this small fragment seems to be surprisingly expressive as the following task shows.
Give an example of a family of graphs that is not bounded by λFOqf(<). Recall that for the
interval number this was quite simple, see Figure 1. Another interesting question is whether
adding quantifiers enhances the expressiveness, i.e. GFOqf(<) = GFO(<)?
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